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Abstract - On the surface of the moon -and not only during heightened solar activities- the
radiation environment As such that crew protection will be required for missions lasting in excess
of six months. This study focuses on estimating the optimized crew shielding requirement for lunar
surface missions with a nuclear option. Simple, transpo_'t-simaiation based dose-depth relations of the
three (9alactic, solarl and fission) radiation sources am employed in a 1-dimensional optimization
scheme. The scheme is developed to estimate the total required mass of lunar-regolith separating
reactor from crew. The scheme was applied to both solar maximum and minimum conditions. It
is shown that savings of up to 30_ in regolith mass can be realized. It is argued, however_ that
inherent variation and unceT"tainty -mainly in lunar regolith attenuation properties in addition to
the 7ndiat'ion quality factor- can easily defeat this and sirrvilar optimization schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In addition to other flight risks and hazards, space
flight beyond the confines of the Earth's magnetic field
will have to face the challenges of space radiation ex-
posure. In ex_ended lunar surface missions protection of
crew and systems require shielding strategies against var-
ious sources of space radiation fields, both natural and
mamintroduced. Due to various degrees of variability,
unpredictability, as well as -in some critical axeas- lack
of basic data, guaranteeing sate levels of exposure poses
a special challenge.
Exposure estimates for shielding solutions as well as
for safety assessment must be formnlated and optimized
bossed on incomplete data, constrained by both teclmical
and nml-technieal factors. One of the more consequen-
tial constraints, albeit somewhat subjective, is that of
ALARA, "as low as reasonably achievable."
A main ta_k of mission designers is to minimize re-
quirements on structure mid function while insuring max-
imum protection ibr crew and systems, consistent with
ALARA. ALAIZA is currently NASA's accepted guide-
line as welt as being a part of the legal requirements with
regard to ionizing radiation exposure and crew health
mid protection.
Slfielding solutions and dose and risk a.nsessments to be
consistent with ALAKA muai rely on robust and accurate
exposure estimates. Objective comparisons among these
solutions wiU clearly l_eed reliable estimates as well.
To varions degrees, ,_uch estimates are hampered by in-
herent uncnrtainties; in basic knowledge of tim radiation
environment itself, its transport and interaction in var-
tous media of complex geometry and composition, and
most critically, in the human biological response to such
exposure.
In the absence of more empirical data, on the one hand,
and the increasing complexity of the modality and appli-
cations by which (and for which) one arrives at these
estimates, on the other, such estimates are best viewed
as guidelines rather then predictions.
Given the expected doses, this parametric study fo-
cuses on estimating the optimal crew shielding require-
ment in lunar surface missions with a nuclear option.
Possible missions are assmned to take place during both
low and high solar activity. Specifity due to the mission's
location on the lunar surface is not taken into account.
For this study's purposes, these missions are assmned to
only include a crew habitation module and powered by
a small fission reactor placed at some distance from this
module. No other details about the reactor or the habi-
tation module, e.g., their geometric configuratlons and
specific structures or subsystem are either assumed or
used.
Independent of the exact type or chemical composi-
tion of the shielding material, any shielding solution will
require a certain amount of areal density to reduce the
expected crew exposures to acceptable levels. For this
study, lunar regolith, albeit in an idealized form, is as-
sumed to be the shielding material of choice. 1
The estimates and method presented here are meant
to help mission designers put in perspective the ex-
pected cumulative exposure -due to natural aud intro-
duced sources- vis-5_-vis the amount of regolith mass re-
quired for crew protection. For example, for logistical
considerations, one may want to minimize the separation
distance between habitat and reactor while maintaining
maximunl protection. Conversely, one may wm_t to min-
imize the amount of regolith to be used by maximizing
the distance. Ideally, in both extremes as welt as fro' all
estimates in between, required regolith mass needs to be
optimized for each separation distance.
Since shielding will be required and can be used for
both reactor and crew, a self-consistent approach would
be to estimate, at a given distance, the optimal and also
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tota/amountofregolithmasseparatingcrewfromreac-
tor. Becauseoftheadditivenatureofthesolution,this
amountcanbethoughtofasthesumofhabitatshield-
ingandreactorshielding.Thisself-co_mistentsolution
shouldallowformoreflexibilityin allocatingmaterial
resourceand/orconstructioneffortbetweenreactorand
habitat.
A briefsurveyoftheradiationenvironmentandexpo-
suredosesi given,followedbyadescriptionofthedase-
depthrelationsusedandthel-dilnensionalopthnization
scheme.Samplerasultsforoptimizedrequiredregolith
massandreactor-crewsepasatiouformissionsduringso-
lar minimumandsolarnu_ximumconditions,uperim-
posedona 'typical'largesolarparticle vent,arepro-
vided,followedbyadiscussiona dconclusions.
II. TIIE RADIATIONENVIRONMENT
Energetic,high-chargealacticosmic-rayions(GCR)
andsolarenergeticparticles(SEP)constitutettmmain(natural)sourceofthisintenseradiationenvironment.
Theenergyrangeoftheseparticlesspansmorethaneight
ordeisofmagnitude(fromthermalto ultra-relativistic)
whiletheiratomicanmberspopulatetheentirestable
nuclidesoftheperiodictable.
Atomichargesof1(hydrogen)though26(iron),how-
ever,aseconsideredimportantforcrewradiationsafety
andshieldingpurposes.By number,hydrogenconsti-
tutesabout90%,helium7%,andall others3%ofthe
GCRions.TheintensityoftimambientGCRcompo-
nent(_ 1cm-2) peaksaround500MeV/nucleona dis
modulatedbyafactorofabouthreeoverthell-yeasso-
larcycle,sDuringsolarmaximuma_dduetotheactions
ofthesolarwind,accesstotheheliospherebydiffusing
GCRionsisreduced.AsaresultheGCRcomponent
appearsdepressedintheinnerheliosphere.
Duringheightenedsolaractivities,solarparticle
evants,whilerandonlin occurrence,asemorefrequent
andstrongenoughto transportSEPs(byapropagat-
ingshockdrivenbyacoronalmassejectionorCME)to
Earth'sorbitandbeyond.TheSEPcomponentismostly
composedofenel_geticprotons,peaksaroundl_wtensof
MeVinenergy,butcanvarywidelyin intensity(_ 107
cm-s) aswellasintheshapeofitsenergyspectra.The
so-called'large'events,e.g.,theOctober-1989event,can
beanorderofmagnitudemoreintenasthanthe'average'
event,andmanyordersofmagniturleabovethequiescent
conditions,lastinghoursto 2-3days.2
Relatively little is known (or can reliably be predicted)
about the photospheric, coronal, and haliospheric mech-
anisms responsible for CMEs and large SEPs. Furthering
our basic understanding in these areas remains a key pre-
requisite s of the Exploration Vision.
In addition to these natural sources of space energetic
particles, there likely to be mmMntroduced radioactive
and fission sources for power and even propulsion pur-
pa_es as well. A number of studies 4,5 for the power re-
TABLE I: 1999 NCRP-recommended dose limits by organ zald
exposure duration.
Limit Bone Morrow Eye Skin
(cS_)
30-day Exposure 25 100 150
Annual 50 200 300
Career 50-300 400 600
quirements during future lunar surface missions, for ex-
ample, suggest that the need is on the order of tens of
kilo-watts of electric power.
For tiffs level of power, chemical, solar, and radio-
isotope sources may be insufficient or impractical. For
crew protection purposes, fission reactors are considered
mainly as sources of energetic neutrons and gamma rays
(photons). Contributions of these sources to the total
expected crew dose is due mostly to prompt neutrons.
Prompt neutrons are produced in the fission process of
tim fissile material, e.g., U-235, Pu-239. Most of these are
energetic or 'fast' neutrons produced (at _ 1014 cm -2 ) as
direct fission products with an average energy of about 2
MeV.
Photons (at _ 1010 cm -s) are produced both as direct
prodtmts of the fission reaction as well as a result of the
subsequent decay of the fission radioactive products. For
shielding purposes, however, gamma rays with energy less
than 0.6 MeV are typically ignored, s
HI. EXPECTED EXPOSURE LEVELS
Crew exposure levels are typically expressed in dose-
equivaler_t units. Dose-equivalent in units of Sievert (Sv)
is calculated fl'om the dose corrected by a dimensionless,
multipficative factor called the radiation 'quality factor',
or Q-factorY Ionizing radiation like energetic heavy ions
(e.g., GCR loire) are characterized by high Q values. Un-
charged neutrons are also assigned high Q values to un-
derscore their more serious health hazards relative to ei-
ther x-rays or gamma rays at the same energy. Unlike
the physically describable and measurable dose, the Q-
factor is an empirical, dimensiouiess variable assumed to
'represent' the majority of the biological effects associ-
ated with exposure to ionizing radiation - but without
specifying such effects by their end points or response
ftmctions, s
Estimating the health risk -and thus shielding
requirement- associated with space radiation exposure
is hampered mostly by uncertainties in the biological
response. 9 Other factors associated with the radiation
environment, its physical interactions, ms well as with
dose and dose-rate volatilities, also contribute. As will
be touched upon later on, large (_ 200%) uncertainties
in the Q-factor can significantly affect shielding require-
ments, and hence any optimized estimates of which as
well.
TABLE II:Expected doses on the lunar surfacewith and
without shielding (no nuclear power source assumed).
Duration GCR SEP Mission
(days) (cSv) (cgv) (cgv)
i0 0.3/0.8 7.5/20.5 7.8/21.3
30 1.0/2.5 7.5/20.5 8.5/23.0
180 6.0/15.0 7.5/20.5 13.5/35.5
360 12.0/30.0 7.5/20.5 19.5/50.5
The National Commission oll Radiation Protection
(NCRP) publishes cud regulaxly updates recommended
limits appropriate for low-Earth orbits (LEO) missions.
Table I lists the 1999 recommendations 1° for dose lim-
its for orgasm lot all ages for 30-day, annual, and career
exposures. [Note the 50-cSv limit for hone morrow.]
To put this 50-cSv limit and the other NCRP limits
in perspective, on the International Space Station (ISS),
for exmnple, during solar maximum; tile average effective
dose was measured to be about 6.1 cSv while the effec-
tive dose-rate was about 0.037 cSv/day. 11 Note though
that on the ISS, in addition to protective geomagnetic ef-
fects (which are not present outside the magimtosphere),
shielding equivalent to about 5-10 cm of aluminum is
provided by the ISS structure and systems' materials. 12
On the hmar surface, the dose due to the (isotropic)
GCR source is reduced by a half due to tim shadow shield-
ing effect of the Moon itself. The introduction of a small
nuclear fission reactor (_ 25-kWe) is estimated 13 to add
about 5 cSv/year at a 'safe distalme' from its shielded
core. Both watcr and regolith have been considered for
core shielding. 13
Table If contrasts typical expected 14,15 doses on the
surface of the Moon with and without a 50-cm thick
shield made of idealized lunar-regolith, equivalent to 11
inctms of standard almninmu, _smning solar-mininmm
GCR couditions and superimposed on an Aug,-1972 class
SPE. Given currently accepted limits for LEO missions
(cf. Table I) these expected exposure figures clearly sug-
gest that exteaded (> 6 months) surface missions will
require shielding solutions, even without the presence of
a nuclear fission source.
IV, PARAMETERIZING THE DOSE-DEPTH
RELATIONS
For the purpose of this parametric study, dose as a
fimction of depth in lunar regolith from all three radia-
tion sources, i.e., GCP_, SEP, mid fission sources (we ig-
nore contribution from neutron albedo) will be assumed
to have simple closed form expressions amenable to vari-
ational analysis. To that end, the GCP_ dose-depth rela-
tion is taken to be
DI(x) - A1 exp(-Alx) +B1 , (1)
where Dl(X ) is the dose-rate in eSv/yr, x is total re-
golith separation mass -between reactor and crew- in
g/cm 2 (i.e., m_ arbitrary combination of reactor depth
and habitat shielding) and ),1 is the regolith attenuation
coefficient for GCR in (g/cm 2)-1.
The constants A1 = 74 cSv/yr and B1 = 28 cSv/yr
as well as A1 = 0.06 (g/crag) -1 are estimated using fits
to 3-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulations assmning solar
minimum conditions) 6 For solar maximum conditions,
the values are: At = 54,B1 = -24, and A] = 0.02.
For this approximation as well as for the other two
below, lunar regolith is idealized as being composed of
74% oxygen, 11% silicon, 7% aluminum, 4% calcium, and
4% magnesimn by weight. The density of this aggregate
is taken to be 1.5 g/cm 3.
Tim GCR/SEP particle flux is transported through a
thick slab of this idealized regolith, suffering hoth energy
as well as charge losses. The transported flux is converted
into dose and dose-equivalent quantities using the ICRP-
1991 conversion convention) 7
The SEP transported flux is similarly assmned to be
of a simple (analytic) form,
A2
D_(z) B2 + A_x ' (2)
where /)2 (x) is now the event-integrated dose in cSv,
A2 = 400 cSv, Bs = 1 eSv, and A_ = 1.08 (g/era2) -1.
These numbers are based on 3-d transport simulations
through a finite sial) of lunar regolith as described above
and Ibr an assumed August-1972 class SPE.
The dose-depth approximation as a function of ra-
dial distance fl'om the reactor's location is also based
on 3-d transport simulations.rs The conceptualized re-
actor in the simulation is a moderated spectrum, NaK
cooled, Hastalloy/UZrH reactor with openlattice pin
geometry.rs The reactor provides thermal power to
a 25-kWe Stirling engine power conversion system.
The cylinder-shaped system (reactor, water-shield, and
power-conversion system) stands about 2 m high and is
about 1 m in diameter.
Tim reactoi"s transported _a neutron and gamma fluxes
are assumed to originate from a shielded core. To first
order, the reactor's dose-depth relation for a given r (sur-
face separation distance in m) can be approximated as
Ds(X) = (As exp(-AaX) + Ba)/r 2 , (3)
where Da(x) is the dose_rate in cSv/yr, A3 = 2 x 106
cSv/yr-m 2, Ba = 3 x l0 s cSv/yr-m 2, aa_d Aa = 1.87 x 10 -2
(g/cm_) -_.
V. OPTIMIZATION SCHEME
To formulate a 1-dimensional variational scheme, we
re-express Eq. (3) as a controllable, *dynamical' system
ODa
= .D3(x') + @c(x') , (4)
Ox t
wherex' = AaX is the _dynamical' variable, c(x I) is the
control variable, and r is a parameter. The controllabil-
ity of the process is assumed n) based on the system being
autonomous, linear in x _, and possessing of a stable, (un-
controlled) 'equilibrium' state as x' --+ oz.
The initial condition, Da(0), is taken to be tile un-
controlled state at x' = x = 0 where the control vari-
able e is identically equal to unity. Formulated this way,
the objective beconms to find the optimal regulith mass,
x' = x*, such that for a given r the functionah
is minimal while assuring a safe dose, i.e., Da(x*) <_ D_.
An optimal solution is assmned to exist due to the con-
vezdb T property of J[x*(r)], i.e., over its entire domain
7), J(x') assumes a miiffnmm value at each and every
stationary point in 2). Tiffs property of J assures 2° that
J(x') > J(x*) + V.J(x*). (x'-x*);Vx', x* e T) , (6)
where vgj is the gradient of J.
The safe dose Ds is taken to be the dose limit (e.g., an
NCRP limit) including the contributions due to GCR and
SEP exposm'e as a function of depth x _. The first term in
this 'cost' functional J is taken to he solely determined
by the total mass required, x*, wtffle the second term
by the incremental amount of mass needed to reduce the
incurred dose to its curren_ level at this x'('r) point.
The constant w is a measure of this distribution be-
tween the two: When 7 >> 1, this corresponds to a solu-
tion for achieving a safe dose level at a given r with as
little regulation, i.e., r-manipulation, as possible. Con-
versely, when r << 1, the safe dose level is achieved for
maxima/ manipulation (regulation). Note that no opti-
mal sohltion exists when -z is identically zero.
We proceed by assigning a 'Hamfitonian' to ttm process
according to the Pontryagin maximal principle. 19'21 The
Hanffltonian remains constant along an optinml trajec-
tory, x' = 0 -_ to x' = x*. The general form for a
1-dimensional Hamiltonian is:
7_ = /JSPO -[- D'1/_1 " (7)
The/z variables are called state variables whiie the t, ones
are called the co-state variables (analogous to general-
ized coordinates and generalized momenta in analytical
dynaanics). Both sets are given by Hamilton's equations
of motion,
07_ 87/
&l = - ,,a#_ ' ih = -__at,--_ ' (8)
(97/ 0_
I_o=+_-, ttl=+_-. (9)
ol]o OUl
At each point along the optimal trajectory the Hamil-
tonian remains minimized. For our system, 2_
, 1 2 l r
7_(x) = ,iT-- _C (X)] +_l[-Da(x )+c(x')]. (10)
Solving lbr v1 and c and applying initial and safety con-
ditions on Da gives the following transcendental relation
for x*(r):
Da(O)/D,, expx*- Ds(x*)/D_, 2_sinhx* = 0 , (11)
where Dr = Ba/r 2 and _ is a constant of the 'motion'.
Constants of the motion ce and/_ are detennlned from
the initial and safety conditions,
/3 = Da(0) - a/2 , (12)
and where a is the negative root of:
a _ - 2aDd(0) - 2r = fi . (13)
Next, we need to estimate the value of the constant r for
tiffs particular' optimization, Eq. (4), and the choice for
the functional form of J, Eq. (5).
Tim direetionM derivative of J at c is defined ss2S:
= (15)
From Eq. (5),
j(c + ed) = fo_*(_) [r + lc2 + scd + e2_d2]dx ' . (16)
Upon subtracting J(c), dividing by e, and taking the
limit as e --+ 0, we get
fa*(,')5.](c; d) = c(x')d(x')dx' , (17)
JO
Now, fl'om the convexity property of J,
ag (is)
5g(c;d) = _c d,
and the syn_rnetry of Eq. (17) with respect to c ++ d
and recalling that c = 1 corresponds to the uncontrolled,
initial condition, we have
5g(c;1)=&'(1;c)= OJ { Oc_ -_ (19)
Ox' \ Ox' / "
We know from the general solution of Eqs. (4-11) that
c(x') z< exp(x'). It follows then from the above relation
that to within a constant of order mfity, the numerical
value of T should be _ Ba.
It should be noted that for this particular optimiza-
tion scheme of Eq. (3), a different approach would have
been to use the conditions on the Hamiltonian, i.e., min-
imal (inchuling zero) and unchanged along an optimal
trajectory, rather than minimizing the cost functional
J as we did here. The alternate approadl should, in
principle, give the same results, but no attempt, for self-
consistency, has been made here to demonstrate as much.
Thefirst-order,linearoptimizationschemepresented
e=.=_
here should also be treated as parametrization specific in "_
150
sofar as tbe form of Eq. (3) is concerned, i.e., its x _ and o
r -dependence and our treatment, for purposes of esti-
mating the optimal path x f _ x*, of the variable x' ms "_ 100
the 'dynamical' variable and r as being part of the con- ._
trol variable e(x:). No attempt has been made here to
check for the applicability of the sohition (controllability,
50
existence, uniqueness, etc.) over wide ranges of the fit pa-
rameters, Ai,B_, and )_i. However, the theory of linear, "._
first-order control problems, e.g., one described by Eq. c_
(4), is well anchored and propergies of _he general solu-
tions are known for sufficiently large phase and parmne-
ter spaces, especially so for autonomous, one-dimensional
systems.
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FIG. 1: Optimized reactor depth-distance solution for GCP_
solar maximum conditions superimposed on an August-1972
class SPE, for a 50-cgv/yr dose limit (see Table I). ]Note that
'depth' in this calculation and on both figures rel_rs to the
total regolith mmss, in g/cm 2, separating reactor from crew.]
The dmice of tl_e cost fmlctional, Eq. (5), also affects
the solution; convexity-wise we only used the simplest
form of the functional, i.e., quadratic. Clearly, and as we
discuss below, other forms need to be explored as well.
Finally, generalization of linear-state control problems
to two and three dimensions is, in principle, straightfor-
ward. However, issues related to uniqueness and stability
of the controlled solution beconm more critical in higher
dimensions. Generalization of this particular optimiza-
tion scheme to higher dimensions must be preceded by
further numerical and analytical demonstrations of its
wider applicability and utility.
VI. SAMPLE CALCULATION AND
DISCUSSION
We apply the above optimization scheme to two mis-
sion scenarios; one during GCR solar-maximum condi-
tions superimposed on an August-1972 class SPE (Figs.
1), and similarly for GCR solar-minimmn conditions
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FIG. 2: Optimized reactor depth-distance solution for GCP_
solar minimum conditions superimposed on an August-1972
class SPE, for a 50-cgv/yr dose limit (see Table I).
(Fig. 2). In both cases, the shielding material is the ide-
alized hmar regolith as described in Sect. IV, along with
the parameterized forms and values of the transported
radiation sources for each scenario. For each scenario,
Eqs. (4-11) m'e solved using the fit (Ai,Bi, and A_) and
optimization (o'_, ill, and _) parameters, self-consistently.
These latter ones depend sensitively on initial conditions
and hence they change from one scenario to the other.
The dose fimit, for reference, is taken to be the 50-cSv/yr
level, i.e., the LEO 1999-NCRP annual limit for bone-
morrow exposure (Table I).
For each scenario, as a hmction of distance from the
reactor, shown on the figures is the optimized total (due
to reactor plus natural) mass of lunar regolith required
to keep the dose-rate level < the safe rate of 50 cSv/yr.
Also shown is the required mass for reactor-only case,
i.e., no GCR or SEP fields assumed, and for the natural-
envirom_ent-only case, i.e., no reactor. After suhtracting
the mass requirement to shield against the GCR and SEP
fields, the balance can, as mentioned earlier, be treated as
an arhitrary combination of both the amount of shielding
required for the reactor plus that for added shielding -due
to the introduction of the reactor- for the habitat.
For example, for a surface mission during solar mini-
mum, at a distance of 100 m from the reactor, from Fig.
2, the optimized total regolith shielding requirement is
about 62 g/era 2. Shielding against GCI_ and SEP fields
reqtfires about I6 g/em 2, Note that the un-optimzed re-
actor requirement (which is also the total here because it
is larger than the natural overburden) is about 76 g/era s,
i.e., a 23% saving in required mass due only to optimiza-
tion. [For solar maximum conditions, Fig. 1, the saving
is, of course, even larger (30-35%) because the natural
environment overburden is lower.]
In addition, the 46-g/era 2 requirement can be divided
in a number of ways depending on other factors, e.g.,
avallal)ility and processing of regolith and reactor site
preparation, between the actual required depth of the
reactor system beneath the lunar surface and the actual
thictmessoftheaddedhabitatprotectionagainstthere_
actor'sradiationfields.Thisaddedflexibilityisaresult
oftreatingthereactorandhabitatshieldingrequirements
self-consistentlyi thissimpleoptimizationscheme.
However,thisself-consistenttreatmentisalsoreflected
in tileoptimizationcost.OnFig. 1,forexample,and
lordistanceslargerthanabout133mfromthereactor,
the'optimized'massis largerthanwhatisactuallyre-
quired.Thereasonbeingthe 'cost' of optimizing the
mass for any distance is always nonzero, as can be seen
from Eq. (5). In this particular optimization scheme,
the optimization becomes 'cost-ineffectlve' for large dis-
lances, but not large enough, i.e., for distances at which
the reactor's fields become negligible compared to the
natural overburden (_ 220 m for this study). Clearly, a
more robust form for the cost functional, Eq. (5), is re-
quired to reduce the cost over a wider range of separation
distance.
Also, the above assessment was based on an idealized
regolith and its simulated attenuation properties against
both natural and fission radiation sources. If one allows
for an error margin of the same order in the attenua_
lion properties of regolith (and not in its other physical
properties22), this saving all but disappears. Impreci-
sion in basic regolith attenuation properties that is on
the order of 50-75_ will render any optimization scheme
frivolous.
It is important to note that variations in regolith den-
sity alone, which has a range of 1.5-2.8 g/ca s, can eas-
ily contribute this level of imprecision. Wtmn coupled
with uncertainties in modeling the radiation quality fac-
tor, it becomes clear that this and similar optiinizations
schemes are easily defeated by sucil large variabilities.
Unfortunately, some of these variabilities are inherent
to shielding and radiation protection studies associated
with crewed lunar surface missions, with or without a
nuclear option.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A parametric study was conducted to afford mission
designers first-order estimates for the amount of lunar
regolith required to protect the crew on a lunar surface
mission from exposure to GCR, SEP, and neutron fields
associated with a small fission reactor.
Since shielding is expected to be required for both reac-
tor and crew, we have taken a self-conslstent approach to
estimate, at a given distaa_ce, the optimal (total) amount
of regolith separating crew from reactor. The additive
nature of the solution in this treatment should allow for
some flexibility in Mlocating materiM resource and/or
construction effort between reactor and habitat.
\¥e use simple but simlllation-b_sed dose-depth rela-
tions for all tlu'ee rasliation sources in a 1-d optimization
scheme. The objective is to estimate the optimal regolith
mass between crew and reactor, as a function of their sep-
aration distance. The optimization scheme was based on
)
Pontryagin maximal principle.
Ttm scheme was applled to both solar maximmn and
minimum conditions. Depending on mission's time pro-
file, a saving of up to 30% in mass can he seen between
optimized and un-optlmzed required regolith-mass esti-
mates. However, it is argued that variation and uncer-
tainty mainly in lunar regolith attenuation properties and
in the radiation quality factor can easiiy defeat this and
any other similar optimization scheme.
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Lunar Regolith and Shielding Requirements
• To protect crew and radiation-sensitive systems shielding will be require
for extended (> 6 months) missions against:
- the natural galactic and solar particles' fields
- neutron and gamma-ray emissions associated with a
nuclear (fission) power system
- the secondary components of these sources
• Most shielding estimates of crew habitat require the shielding materials
to have a thickness of the order of a meter
• A cylindrical habitat 10 m long with 4.5/5.5 m radii (i.e., 50-cm thick of
regolith-like shield) will require about 150 metric tons of shield material
• Similar requirement renders transported shielding materials mass
prohibitive, suggesting
abundant lunar soil becomes a prime candidate for shielding purposes!
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Expected Exposure Levels vs. Safe Limits -
-----_•.
TABLE I: 1999 NCRP-recommended dose limits by organ and
exposure duration.
Limit Bone Morrow Eye Skin
(cSv)
30-day Exposure 25 100 150
Annual 50 200 300
Career 50-300 400 600
TABLE II: Expected doses on the lunar surface with and
without shielding (no nuclear power source assumed).
Duration GCR SEP Mission
(days) (cSv) (cSv) (cSv)
10 0.3/0.8 7.5/20.5 7.8/21.3
30 1.0/2.5 7.5/20.5 8.5/23.0
180 6.0/15.0 7.5/20.5 13.5/35.5
360 12.0/30.0 7.5/20.5 19.5/50.5
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Statement ofthe Problem
Lunar regolith (in whatever variety) is likely to be used for shielding purposes
for both habitat and reactor:
How does exposure to both natural and reactor's fields affect the estimation
and optimization of required regolith mass/volume for shielding
purposes?
How do these estimates, in turn, depend on other non-shielding assumptions,
e.g., power requirements, logistics, regolith properties, etc.?
This study's result is essentiolly:
Even though saving of up to 30% or more -depending on mission's time
profile- can be realized with optimization, variation and uncertainty,
mainly in the lunar regolith attenuation properties and the radiation
quality factor, can easily defeat this and similar optimization schemes!
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Problem Abstracted
I. Radiation Sources
Idealized regolith: 74% 0, 11 % Si, 7% AI, 4% Ca, 4% Mn; 1.5 g/cm3
1. GCR: -- 1 cm-2 ; protons - iron ions; peaks at,.., 500 MeV/nuel.;
solar-modulated
2. SEP: -- 107 cm-2; protons; August 1972-class SPE
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Problem Abstracted
I. Radiation Sources
3. Reactor: 'snapf3' concept
[Dixon et al. (2006)]
[Poston et al. (2006)]
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Problem Abstracted
II. Variational Scheme
. aD3 ( ')GIven: = -D3 XaX'
B 3
+ 2 C(X')
r
for 'dynamic' variable x' and control variable c(x' ), find
the optimal path x' = 0 ---+ to x' = x* that minimizes
l
x * (r) 1
J[x*(r)] = [T + -c2(x')] dx'
o 2
with the convex property:
J(x') > J(x*) + \7 J(x*) . (X' - x*); \ix', x* E D
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Problem Abstracted
III. Method (Pontryagin maximal principle)
'Hamiltonian' remains minimal over optimal path:
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Problem Abstracted
IV. Result
The optimal mass x* (r) satisfies:
D3 (O)/D r expx* - Ds(x*)/Dr - 2j3 sinh x* = 0
where {3 and other scales are determined from the 'constants of motion'
and from the convexity property of the cost functional J [x* (r )]
v. Caveat
Result is valid only for the assumed forms of D3 (x') and J [x* (r )]
Result is, however, valid for any [mal (safe) and initial conditions
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Sample Calculations
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Remarks
While simple optimization scheme was specific to one
particular dose relation, scheme is easily adaptable to
others as well as being generalizable.
Other uncertainties notwithstanding, presented scheme has
shown that lunar regolith to continue to be the 'material of
choice' it needs to be better characterized against all three
radiation sources, but specially reactor's neutrons.
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